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Fragments Of Time
Daft Punk

So I m giving the basic chords I hear from the electric piano on the downbeat of

every measure. When I play it, I extend chord voicings to 7s,9s, and 13s. I also

turn the Am into an A7 one beat before it goes to a Dm. These are all totally 
optional things. I included them in parenthesis, so if you just want standard 
chords, ignore everything in parenthesis.

[Intro]

Dm, G, C, Am (x2)

[Verse 1]

Dm(Dm7)
  Driving this road down to paradise
G(G13)
  Letting the sun light into my eyes
C(Cmaj9)  
  Our only plan is to improvise. And itâ€™s 
Am(Am7                          (A7)
Crystal clear, that I donâ€™t ever want it to 
Dm(Dm9)
end. If I had my way I would never leave
G(G13)
  Keep building these random memories
C(Cmaj7)
  Turning our days into melodies, But 
Am(Amin7)                     (A7)
since I canâ€™t stay, Iâ€™ll just keep playing 

[Chorus]

Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      
time. Everywhere I 
C
go, These moments will 
C
shine. Ill just keep playing
Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      



time. Everywhere I 
C
go, These moments will 
C
shine.

[Interlude]

Dm  G  C  Am

[Verse 2]

Dm(Dm7)
  Familiar faces I ve never seen.
G(G13)
  Living the gold and the silver dream
C(Cmaj9)  
  Making me feel like I m seventeen, and it s
Am(Am7                          (A7)
crystal clear, that I donâ€™t ever want it to 
Dm(Dm9)
end. If I had my way I would never leave
G(G13)
  Keep building these random memories
C(Cmaj7)
  Turning our days into melodies, But 
Am(Amin7)                     (A7)
since I canâ€™t stay, Iâ€™ll just keep playing 

[Chorus]

Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      
time. Everywhere I 
C
go, These moments will 
C
shine. Ill just keep playing
Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      
time. Everywhere I 
C
go, These moments will 
C
shine.

[Interlude]



Dm, Am, C, C (x8)

(On last C chord)
..........Ill just keep playing

[Chorus]

Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      
time. Everywhere I 
C
go, These moments will 
C
shine. Ill just keep playing
Dm(Dm7)
back, These fragments of 
Am(Am7)      
time. These moments will 
C
shine.


